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congressional Closeup

by Ronald Kokinda and Susan Kokinda
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sorb Third World debt losses.
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upport for Colombia's
war on drugs-a bit late
Congress took the belated step of
passing a

resolution

commending

Colombia's war against drugs, after
the assassination of Colombian Jus
tice Minister Rodrigo Lara Bonilla on
April 30.
The

House

of

Representatives

passed House Concurrent Resolution
275 May 1, which "commends the
Government of Colombia for its re
cent seizure of record amounts of co
caine; and congratulates the Govern
ment of Colombia and the Colombian
National Council on Dangerous Drugs
on the recent decision to conduct ex
perimental, testing of herbicidal erad
ication methods;. . . and deplores the
brutal assassination of Rodrigo Lara
Bonilla, a leader in the fight against
illicit narcotics in Colombia." The
resolution was passed on the floor of
the Senate the next day.
With a few notable exceptions on
both sides of the Hill, Congress has
been silent about the international ef
fort against drugs. Some, such as Sen
ate Foreign Relations Committee
chairman Charles Percy (R-Ill.), have
a record of open obstruction of anti

drug measures. While he has recently
reversed his position, Percy was the
Senate's leading opponent of U.S. as
sistance to Colombia for a paraquat
drug eradication program and thereby
helped to delay the war against the
drug mafia which killed Lara Bonilla.
Percy's track record did not deter
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this hemispehre a safer place, free of
drugs and free of the criminal element

On the House side, 29 moderate
to-conservative Republican congress
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which lives off the profits of those
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leagues May 1 urging them to vote for.

forth as its President accounced, 'un
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leashing a war without quarter against
the crooks that sow terror in cities, the
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the Senate Armed Services Commit

countryside, and towns. , ,,

tee, denounced the KGB plan in the

'

the KGB Budget. Rep. Denny Smith
(R-Oreg.) was reportedly the rin

floor debate: "What is most apparent
in all of the debate is that the Soviet
threat has simply not been addressed.
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We have heard nothing from the sup
porters of this plan concerning this as

unexpected Senate backing

sumption'about current and future So

Although the Senate defeated the so
called KGB Budget by a margin of 33

to 65 on May 2, the proposal for an

viet military developments.
"Can the proposers of the plan
and I invite their attention to what I

across-the-board freeze on defense
spending mustered surprising support

am about to say--can the proposers of
this plan guarantee me that the United

from formerly pro-defense, fiscally
conservative Republicans who appear

States will not be more vulnerable to
attack, that our vital interests abroad

to have taken complete leave of their

will not be more vulnerable to a chal
lange by Soviets and Soviet surro

senses.
The KGB Budget-so named for

gates? Can they guarantee me that?"
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